A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
were strictly confined to the small Protestant minority (which
possessed nine-tenths of the land), had been ever since the
Tudors—that is, for three centuries—the chief dread of every
English Government.
The French Revolution, and the moral duel between it and
aristocratic England, powerfully increased the tendency to
destroy such measure of independence as Ireland had achieved.
It was through Ireland that French armies might strike at
England, and from Irish harbours that a French fleet might be
supported. And the desire to eliminate an independent Irish
Parliament was the stronger because that Parliament was in
danger of being reformed from within, and becoming at last
truly national. Such a reform, largely influenced by the spirit
set free in the French Revolution, would have extended the
suffrage and the right to enter professions to the mass of the
nation, now excluded on the score of religion.
A new Irish Parliament elected in the year 1790 contained
many young men eager for these reforms; Lord Edward Fitz-
gerald, the brother of the Duke of Leinster, and Robert Stewart,
later to be known as Lord Castlereagh, were members of this
group, while a silent young member expressing no opinions was
Arthur Wellesley, later to be the Duke of Wellington. The
French Revolutionary movement had caused by its example
the formation of strong organizing political bodies in Ireland,
called 'Committees/ They gave themselves special names.
That which spoke for the Catholic majority of the nation was
soon divided between the wealthier Catholics, who feared the
democratic movement, and the masses. In 1793, the year in
which the war with France had broken out, the Irish Parliament
brought in a Bill which should enfranchise a considerable part
of the Catholic majority, though not allowing Catholics to sit
in Parliament. Pitt saw the danger, rightly judging that the
beginnings of democratic reform in a people of such temper as
the Irish would rapidly lead to a complete popular demand. It
was perhaps on Pitt's own initiative—if so, it speaks highly for
his intelligence—that a plan was formed for destroying Irish
independence. This plan was on the following lines: (i) some
measure of Catholic enfranchisement, which should associate the
coming measure of union with that religious equality which
the mass of the Irish people desired; (2) the Irish Parliament
to put an end to itself by buying up its members, who were

